
 
 

 

North Kesteven District Council 

 

What does the rule relate to? Rule Live example (before and after) 

Address descriptions Roughly 2,000 addresses have been 
amended to provide a more comprehensive 
description of the location of the charge 

Before:  
charge-geographic-description = OS 57*Scredington 
 
After:  
charge-geographic-description = Land at OS 57 Poor 
Garden Road Scredington Sleaford NG34 0AQ 

Cancelled charges Roughly 2,500 conditional planning consents 
were removed due to the registration date 
being before 01/08/1977, rendering them non-
registerable 

 

Charge types and sub-categories Majority of the charges in the register have 
been amended so as to contain charge types 
and sub-categories in accordance with HMLR 
schema 

Before: 
charge-type = Article 4 Direction 
charge-sub-category = (blank) 
 
After: 
charge-type = Planning 
charge-sub-category = No permitted development / article 4 

Financial charges 20 financial charges have had the amount 
secured value added 

Before:  
amount-secured value was blank for these charges 
 
After: 
amount-secured value is populated for all part 2 financial 
charges 

  



 
 

Land Compensation charges All valid land compensation charges have 
been registered accurately, and the required 
information has been added to the charges 

Before: 
Some part 6a charges were registered as part 6b, and 
missing land-works-particulars values. 
Part 6b charges were missing land-capacity-description and 
land-compensation-paid values 
 
After: 
All part 6 charges are registered correctly and include all 
the required information 

Listed Building spatial Listed buildings have had their spatial extents 
amended 

Before:  
Listed buildings had a point as their spatial extent 
 
After:  
All listed buildings have a polygon as their spatial extent  

Originating Authority values Some originating authority values have been 
updated or standardised 

Before: 
Originating-authority = Germans 
 
After: 
Originating-authority = Fisher German 

Spatial extents Roughly 500 charges have had spatial 
extents created 

Before:  
There was no spatial data associated to these charges 
 
After: 
All charges have a spatial extent associated to them 

Statutory Provisions A statutory provision value has been included 
for all charges 

Before: 
There were no statutory-provision values for any charges 
 
After: 
All charges have a valid statutory-provision value 

 

 

 

 


